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A L i b e r a l E d u c a t i o n w il l m a k e y o
by 'Topher Butlerwlnskll
On T hursday, W illia m J .
Bennett, the president and
director
of
the
N ational
H um anities Center was the
featured speaker at the Honors
Convocation. In his brief address,
Professor Bennett pointed out
that the success of a Liberal arts
education is a contingent matter;
“it can,” he said, “ be pertinent to
the real world if it is taught well
and pursued seriously. I t ’s
salutory effects, however, are not
inevitable, they are entirely
dependent on an individual’s
effort.”
Mr. Bennett was quick to ob
serve that the virtuous pursuits of
academia are not the sole con
cerns of people between the ages
of eighteen and three and twenty.
Stateid tersely, it is a prime time
and environment for an identity
crisis. The questioning of an
in d iv id u a l’s purpose, values,
aim s and obligations
are
essential to the liberal pursuit of
knowledge, said the speaker.

Professor Bennett offered
three reasons for the onset of an
identity crisis. F irst,
“ as
students in college we are in the
care and company of people who
are concerned with our personal
development, a situation that will
not be enjoyed in the real world.”
Second, “ an identity crisis is
better to go through in early
adulthood than middle life when
one has obligations to other
people.” Last, and most im 
portantly, “ an identity crisis of
the true kind is the birth-right of
every thinking man and woman.”
A liberal education should not
breed cynicism or solipsism, but
address insightful inquiry into
“ why things are as they are” and
“ what I can be.” “ It is citizens
who have read and thought the
best,” he continued, “that are
capable of decision making with
thinking that is realistic.”
Mr. Bennett next approached
the question of evaluation in the
real world; “ what do people care
about and look for in hiring

B.A.’s?” he asked. Success, he
re-emphasised, is a “ contingent
matter.” A successful individual
must have the ability to ask
questions that reflect a broad
interest, he must be able to
communicate his. abilities, show
emotional maturity and “ob
jective judgement,” ambition,
and integrity. “ If you are
serious,” he said, “ you can find
employers who will take you
seriously.”
Critical of the misconceptions
many have as to what one is
supposed to be doing in a Liberal
Arts education, M r. Bennett
concluded his lecture with some
words of advice. “ Avoid those
that give one the illusion of easy
achievement, if they don’t expect
much, they won’t be much help
now, or later in life. A liberal
education is not intended to make
one a cynic or an academic
sophisticado who takes pleasure
in the failure of others, nor, is it to
make you happy; happiness is
neither a value, nor a measure of
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one forgets his pursuit and pins
his hopes on understanding.”
L astly, he said, “ a liberal
education will make you openminded” ; “choice,” he said in
quoting K ierk ig a rd, “ is the
baptism of the w ill.” In con
clusion, he emphasised that in
our pursuit of learning, we should
not seek narrow practicality, a
means to an end, but learning as
an end in itself. “ Dispense with a
course catalogue as a means of
what to study because they are
often little else but notorious
fiction, often written by people
dead thirty years.”
Liberal arts graduates working
in commerce prove that liberal
arts, if it is anything specific at
all, is a communication between
human beings, from a knower to
a learner, to one who is becoming
a knower and being a learner. It
is, essentially, “ a communion
between individuals.” The crowd
responded with overwhelming

William J. Bennett
Photo: Michael Kortenhof
applause.
Following Mr. Bennett’s ad
dress, members of the Lawrence
Student body and
faculty
received recognition for out
standing achievem ents. The
Lawrential will publish a com
plete list next week.
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H ittle and Agness
appointed Deans
by LU P R Dept, and
Lawrentian Staff
Lawrence University President
Richard Warch announced today
the appointments of J. Michael
Hittle to dean of the university
faculty and Richard C. Agness to
dean of campus life.
Hittle and Agness, who are
members of the Law rence
faculty, will assume their new
positions in July, Warch said.
Hittle w ill succeed M o jm ir
Povolny, the Henry M. Wriston
Professor of Social Sciences, who
will return to teaching full-time
next year. Agness will succeed
D aniel J . Taylor, associate
professor of classics, who will be
studying in Italy next year on a
National Endowment for the
Humanities fellowship.

Michael Hittle - new Dean of the
University Faculty.
Photo: LU PR l)vpt.
“ I have great confidence that
Mr. Hittle has the imagination
and skill to provide strong
leadership for our academ ic
program in the years ahead,”
Warch said. “ A member of the
Lawrence faculty since 1966, he
has a deserved reputation for
excellence in teaching and has
recently contributed an im 
portant m onograph to the
scholarship in Russian history.
As director of Freshman Studies,
he played a central role in
re vita lizing Law rence’s core
cu rric u lu m
offerings
and
dem onstrated his firm co m 
m itm e nt to the u n iv e rsity ’s
mission in liberal learning.”
Following the announcement of
his appointment, Hittle stated, “ I
am greatly honored by President
W a rc h ’s in vita tio n to serve
Lawrence in this new and
challenging capacity. I am not
unaware of the problems facing
higher education in general and
Lawrence in particular; and I
have not been spared remarks to

the effect that anyone who enters
higher education administration
today is not rowing with both oars
in the water, as my fishermen
friends might put it. But it is
precisely the challenge—coupled
with the opportunity to work with
President Warch’s adminstration
— that leads me to set aside my
responsibilities as a full-time
faculty member and to accept
this position.”
Of Agness, Warch said that he
“brings an important range of
experience and talents to his new
position in Cam pus Life. A
Lawrence graduate in the class of
1967, Rich understands and ap
preciates the intentions and
values of a residential college. I
believe that he has the energy,
enthusiasm, and insight that will
enable him to further the place
and purpose of the Office of
Campus Life.”
Agness responded to his ap
pointment by President Warch
before the faculty. He said, “ I
look forward to the challenges in
front of me and in front of us. In
addition, I look to the quality and
distinctiveness
of
your
classrooms, as example, to guide
the offices of campus life in
nurturing the extracurriculum
and the residential experiences of
our students, just as I looked to
Law rence’s excellence
for
example when I was a student. I
welcome your advice, support,
and cooperation. I have seen and
know our community of first rate
academic light to have warmth. I
intend to pursue and insure the
kind of warm light that attracts,
instills pride, imparts loyalty,
and shines as the Lawrence
difference.”
Hittle received a bachelor of
arts degree, summa cum laude,
from Brown University in 1960,
and M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
Harvard University in 1962 and
1969. As the recipient of a Young
H um anist G rant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, he was an associate
at the H arva rd U niversity
Russian Research Center in 197071. His book, “The Service City:
State and Townsmen in Russia,
1600-1800” was published by
Harvard University Press late in
1979.
Hittle is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, the American Historical
Association and the American
Association for the Advancement
of Slavic Studies.
Agness has been a member of
the Lawrence faculty since 1974.
Between his graduation from
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Richard Agness - new Dean of
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Campus Life.
Lawrence with a major in art in
1967 and 1974, he was an art in
structor, coach, and hum an
relations group leader at Staples
High School in Westport, Conn.,
for six years and an English
instructor at Illin o is Valley
Central
High
School
in
Chillicothe, 111., for one year.
Agness studied art, English
and
A m erican
studies
at
Southern Connecticut State
College, Fairfield University and
Bridgeport University, all in
Connecticut, and art at Bradley
U niversity, P eoria, 111. An
assistant professor of physical
education at Lawrence, Agness is
head
baseball
coach
and
assistant football coach. His
baseball team was Midwest
Conference champion in 1979 and
runnerup in the conference this
year.

Z o o
by Adam Gottesman,
Advisor on Z.D. Affairs
Ormsby is once again proud to
announce the event which
frightens ad m in istra tio n and
physical plant, grandm others
and opponents to the Jack Beals
letter; ZOO DAY-1980. It is an
undertaking which will excel
even that Zoo Day of old, when
the predominant question was “ is
it safe to go in ?” an the un
varying response was "N O .”
Times, of course, have changed.
We are out of that era which will
be referred to as BWL... and into
a more stable and sane period.
Right? Well the answer, I fear, is
NO again.
Events will begin at “high”
noon and continue through the
day, night and again into the
following day, ending some time
around 1:00 am Sunday. Starting
things off will be Whiplash who

F o u rth

by LouJost
It started when Captain Marvel
innocently asked a question of his
readers—“ What
about
the
Fourth D im e n s io n ?” Like a
lightning bolt thrown from the
glove of The Flash, the question
struck Thomas Banchoff, and
he’s been wondering about the
fourth dimension ever since. He’s
now
exploring
the
fourth
dim ension as Professor of
M athem atics
at
Brown
University, and Monday and
Tuesday he came to Lawrence to
talk about his work.
Since people meet only threedimensional objects in their daily
lives, they have a hard time
v isu alizing
anything
fo ur
dimensional. Banchoff tried to
make his listeners transcend
t h e ir
t h r e e - d im e n s io n a l
lim ita tio n s
through
some
spectacular visual aids. The most
striking of these, and the high
point of his Monday and Tuesday
talks, was a film of a computer
generated
four-dimensional
“ hypercube” . To help the
audience understand what the
film represented, Banchoff told
the story of Flatland, a twodimensional world populated by
two-dimensional Flatlanders.
Flatlanders can’t see entire
three-dimensional objects (any
more than we can see entire fourdim ensional
things),
but
Flatlanders can see the twodim ensional slices of crosssections of an object which in

D a y

D im e n s io n

tersects their world.
For
example, a beach ball pushing
through Flatland would be seen
first as a point, then as a growing
circle, next as a shrinking circle
and finally a point again (just
before diappearing). Likewise, a
cube would pierce Flatland with
various cross-sections (which in
this case depends on the orien
tation of the cube relative to the
F la tla n d
p la in ).
By
con
templating these sequences of
t w o - d im e n s io n a l
s l ic e s ,
Flatlanders might be able to put
the slices together mentally and
understand the whole threedimensional object.
Banchoff’s computer him put
the audience in the threedim ensional analogue of the
F la tla n d e rs ’ two-dimensional
predicament; the film showed
th e
th r e e - d im e n s io n a l
“shadow” of a hypercube, and
then showed some of the
hypercube’s three-dimensional
cross-sections. From these
projections and slices, we threedimensional Flatlanders could
try to come to know a four
dimensional object.
Projecting and slicing are not
the only ways to reduce the
dim ensionality of an object.
There is also “unfolding” , as
when a three-dimensional box is
reduced to two dimensions by
unfolding its sides. Banchoff
brought with him an unfolded
hypercube, which looked like
eight regular cubes stuck
cont. on page 4
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will play some fine Jazz until 2:00
pm. At this time things will get
rolling with East House Band
that notorious, ever loved,
alw ays
popular
group
of
musicians. At 4:00 pm the Static
Disruptors will take over and
provide you with a little “ before
dinner” music.
Evening entertainm ent will
consist of the Appleton born
group “ C u rly ’s Hat B a n d .”
Providing the weather is warm,
and we expect it to be, they will
begin at 9:00 pm and continue
until midnight.
So what is there to do except sit
around and listen to music, drink
25 cent taps of Miller, eat
burgers, brats and be social?
Need there be more? Need is not
the question, thus there is, in
deed, more. To make Dan happy
we have provided a variety of
alternative beverages and ac
tivities. There will be a tug of

war, volleyball, ice cream eating
contests and an ORGANIZED
game of ultimate frisbee. Sign up
with somebody who looks like
they know what they’re doing,
they may be few and far between.
Saturday is the day, that’s
tomorrow, so get here early and
leave late. If you’re a fraid
somebody may not know your
face at the bar bring your I.D.
and avoid being confused with a
pre-pubescent from East or West
or wherever because, as we all
know, one has to be 18 (and
responsible) to drink alcoholic
beverages. It shall be a day of fun
in sun and ash (of Mt. St. Helen
and whatever else generates
ash). Your last chance to party
with the masses before the final
stretch towards finals and
papers. See everybody (except
the Delts, who will all be away on
retreat) at ZOO DAY, 1980.
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C o m m e n c e m e n t S p e a k e r S e le c tio n
As we all may know by now, Wisconsin Senator William Proxmire has
been chosen to speak at this year’s commencement ceremony. This selec
tion has generated much criticism from several members of the Lawrence
Community. In the eyes of his critics, many worthy research projects have
been recipients of Proxmire's “Golden Fleece Aware,” given to the most
flagrant waster of public funds. Although these awards have been popular
with the general public, they demonstrate Proxmire’s perveise incom
prehension of intellectual enterprises. Indeed, Mr. Proxmire has had to
retract several ‘fleecings’ in view of lawsuits and intense criticism from the
intellectual community. It is hardly appropriate to have such a speaker at
a Lawrence commencement ceremony.
Why, then, was Senator Proxmire chosen? In reviewing the history of
the decision, it appears that Proxmire was chosen by default. In spite of
many hours of hard work put in by the Commencement Committee and
other groups, they were unable to come up with someone who was both
available and within a feasible price range. Because the Committee had on
ly $1800 to spend on a speaker, the number of popular choices was narrow
ed very quickly. This problem is not insurmountable, however, for many
good candidates are attainable through contacts of Lawrence faculty and
alums. The fundamental problem is that the selection process starts much
too late. Using this year as an example, a list of potential speakers was not
presented to President Warch until late February. Many possible speakers
considered this year already had commitments by this time.
Suggested possible improvements to the selection process include the
appointment of a University staff member to be in charge of a committee
to be formed at the beginning of each spring term. During the third term,
the committee would formulate a list of possible speakers, using student
and faculty opinion polls to narrow the list of feasible candidates. Early
contacts with potential speakers could then be made during the summer.
Another possibility is to have the Committee on Public Occasions take
care of the problem. This suggestion has been criticized because the facul
ty allegedly dominates this committee and it is feared that a speaker of the
“student’s choice” would not be chosen. This, perhaps, raises a central
question. What type of commencement speaker do we really want?
Moreover, does anyone really care who speaks at the ceremony and what
he or she stands for? Lawrentian reporters, attempting to get a feel for
student opinion on the subject, discovered that many students, faculty,
and administrators simply do not care who speaks at the graduation
ceremonies.
This consensus, in our opinion, is a shame if not a disgrace. With a lit
tle extra effort and planning, an otherwise wearisome ceremony can be an
inspiring conclusion to four years of liberal arts education at Lawrence.
The time is NOW to plan for next year!
Zoo D a y

—

K eep

O ff G rass

We would like to remind all Zoo Day participants to be mindful of the
newly landscaped areas around Main Hall. Completion of the landscaping
will greatly enhance the appearance of the campus. Though the timing of
the working being done is questionable, we feel certain that members of
the Lawrence Community will avoid the newly seeded areas. Landscaping
is an expensive endeavor. Let’s respect university property and urge all
residents of Appleton enjoying Zoo Day to do so also.
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Commentary

Carter takes
a stand
We may at least hope that Paul
McComas will run for office,
preferably high office, for one
day our country will need him to
fill the shoes of people who will
either need their shoes filled
badly, or who will simply need
replacing
altogether.
With
statements on the Iranian
situation like “regardless of the
ethics
of
‘supporting’
a
tyrant ruler (sic) like the
Shah” , he joins a long list of
candidates for the replacement of
our aging but highly efficient and
successful group of leaders.
“Commissions” to investigate
wrong are one thing, Paul, but
turning your back on Evil while it
occurs is quite another, and that
would have made a much better
topic for a true believer to have
of foplrPfl
To say that Carter isn’t
“ambivalent” in his handling of
foreign affairs is a lie; evidenced
in his flip-flop on the Soviet troop
situation in Cuba, the Neutron
bomb decision in Western
Europe, and the supposedly
m iscom m unicated U.N. vote.
Moreover, our European Allies
have been repeatedly unassured
by Carter’s handling of the
Iranian Crisis, which is fueling a
re-militarization of America at a
time when our cities are in
trouble, our working population
is about to go under the money
dam, and the last thing we can
afford is to listen to our generals
cry because the Russians are
getting to play the game we love
so much, but did badly at the last
time we played. Since the tax
payers foot the bills in this
country, why can’t the govern
ment spend some money on them
for once, Paul? I just know that
you’re not for getting us into
another war, unless we are
directly attacked, and if we were
spying in Iran, and proof of that
has surfaced everywhere, then
how can we say that we were
attacked when they took over our
embassy?
Also, draft registration is
much more than “a non-violent
protest against Soviet domination
of ... Afghanistan” . To say that
registration will decrease the
possibility of a conflict is to
believe in the process of double
think somewhat more than many
Americans are ready to, and just
another instance of Carter
opening his doors without
following himself, or anyone else,
through them; the proposal has
all but dropped from sight.
How can you ignore the in
flation and the price-gouging in
this country when you say that
“Carter is our best choice for a
leader” , while we are going
headlong into the worst period of
crisis since the second world
war? Inflation was about one
third as out of control, as was our
entire world, when this gallant
gentleman took office. Don’t
blame it all on the oil barons in
the mid-east either Paul, not until
you’ve done your homework in a
more complete fashion; it
wouldn’t hurt you to contemplate
oil company profits first; in fact,
it can be hoped that you will learn
to see through the jingo-ism and
the smoke screen before you
write any more articles sounding
like you work for the Wall Street
Ad Agency doing certain peoples
campaign pro-mo’s. That isn’t
cool; we, the creme de la creme,
musn’t sound as if we believe
anything we hear ; or has it truly
become chic to listen to what we
hear and parrot as much of it as
we can get room to parrot in, or
fill the ears of as many of the rest
of us as ... Whoops, I ’m sorry,
Paul, I seem to be stepping on
your future career as a common
sense, up front, statesmen.

Ellen Meyers’ story
headlined “ Homosexual
ity; A Closer Look” ,
printed last week as a
letter to the editor, was
intended to be a feature
article.
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A r ie l

Dear Editor:
I would like to make clear for
the final time the situation on
orders for ’79-’80 Arlels. New
orders will be received only by
me until June 9. These people will
be on a waiting list; however,
they must pay now. Their money
will be refunded in the fall if there
are no available books. Regular
and waiting list orders will be
$11.00 until 4:00 p.m., Monday,
June 1. After that time all books
will be $13.00. The cut-off date is
after the next student payroll,
and also allows plenty of time to
write home for money. Old orders
not paid by Friday, June 9 will be
cancelled. These people may
reorder next fall on the waiting
list.
Sincerely,
LISA BRADY
Ariel Editor

L a k e f ly
d is c r im in a t io n
To the Editor:
I
am
a p p a lle d
at
the
discriminatory policies of the
Seeley G. Mudd Library and
other sacred halls on the L.U.
campus. How would you feel if
you were a lake fly and were not
admitted to the Seeley G. Mudd
Library. Instead the poor flies
have to sneak in through the
ventilation system to get their
liberal education.
Worse yet, I find the bug zapper
in Downfer a blatant crime. The
poor flies an’t even eat, much less
think of consuming Downer food.
I think it’s about time we gave
those poor flies a little respect...If
anyone feels sim ilarly moved, we
invite you to join us!
—THE L.U. LAKE FLY
SOCIETY

Jeff Wisser -a first dass job
Congratulations are in order to
Jeff Wisser and the rest of the
second term staff of The
Law rentian. Last week The
Lawrentian received a first class
rating from the National Critical
Service of the Associated
Collegiate Press at the Univer
sity of Minnesota School of
Journalism.
The ratings are done on a scale
of First class, “ very
x>d to
excel lent” ; down to fourth class,
weak to fair.” The second term
Lawrentian received a special
mark of distinction in coverage

£

and content, the judge noting
“you (The Lawrentian) cover
wide and diverse news beats.”
The Associate Collegiate Press
judge ended his appraisal of The
Lawrentian with the comment
“The Lawrentian could brighten
makeup practices — shortening
paragraphs and copy would help
But you paint a fine picture of
Lawrence University.
First and second term chief
artist Jeff Wisser had has own
summary of the award, “ I think
it’s just fine.”
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S o c io lo g y o p tio n s e x p la in e d
by Jack Erkilla
In the next few months, the
administration will be faced with
the task of deciding the future of
Sociology at Lawrence. The
faculty turnover in the depart
ment in the past few years
coupled with the resignation of
both faculty m em bers has
prompted the administration to
reconsider its commitment to the
discipline. The administration at
the present time is considering
three options: (1) maintaining
Sociology in its present form with
two faculty m em bers;
(2)
merging the department with
Anthropology; or (3) eliminating
the department entirely.
The
third
alternative,
elimination of Sociology, appears
to be the least attractive of the
three. After a several decades of
absence, Sociology was re
established on the Lawrence
cam pus in 1972, p rim a rily
through
the
efforts
of
several
interested
faculty
members. It seems a waste to
eliminate the department after so
much effort was taken to re
establish it. Perhaps more im 
portant, Sociology is a valuable
part of the curriculum of any
q u ality lib e ral arts college.
Elimination of the department
would remove a crucial social
science orientation. Just as no
one would consider removing
Physics from the curriculum, it
doesn’t make sense to remove
Sociology. Physics, though it has
few
m ajors,
com plem ents
Chem istry,
Biology,
and
Geology.
If Physics
were
eliminated, students in the other

disciplines would not receive as
complete an education as they
otherwise would. Similarly, the
elimination of Sociology would
shortchange m any students
m ajo ring
in
G overnm ent,
Econom ics, Psychology, or
Anthropology, as well as the
students who are interested in
Sociology for its own sake.
Merging Sociology with An
thropology doesn’t seem to be a
p a rtic u la rly attractiv e a lte r
native either. Although such an
arrangement has worked at other
universities, the result is usually
less than satisfactory. To bring a
new discipline into al already
existing department is not really
fair to either.
If Lawrence really wants to
make a commitment to the
philosophy
of
a
“ liberal
education” it needs to maintain
an
independent
Sociology
department. The problems with
turnover that have occurred in
the past could possibly be
corrected by hiring a senior,
more experienced Sociologist
who is willing to remain for
severalyears and build a strong
departm ent. W ith declining
enrollments, Lawrence needs to
maintain as much diversity as it
can to make the university ore
attractiv e
to
prospective
students. Lawrence tells in 
coming students, “ the privilege
of liberal learning is the freedom
to choose ; the challenge of liberal
learning is to choose respon
sibly.” Let’s hope Lawrence can
rise to the challenge and m ain
tain its strong commitment to the
freedom to choose.

M a le m id - life c r is is in v e s t ig a t e d
by Judy Ingersoll
Last month, Lori Spilman and
Vera Zubenko were am ong
thirty-one students from the
Midwest chosen to present a
psychology project to the Second
Annual Psi Chi Undergraduate
Psychology Research S ym 
posium in Madison. Lori, a senior
sociology major and Vera, a
junior Slavic, linguistics and pre
nursing m a jo r, becam e in 
terested in the phenomenon
called male mid-life crisis while
in
Eileen
N oppe’s
Adult
Development and Aging class
this fall. Because there is little
research in this area, Lori and
Vera decided to read all the
available literature and then
create a survey to test the
validity of the theories they had
read.
After digesting the ideas of
various authors, the two students
found that, generally, most or all
men go through a mid-life crisis
between the ages of 40-46. This
span varies of course, depending
upon the individual. Five dif
ferent dimensions seem to be
involved in the “crisis” :
1. A time perspective change
occurs—the man thinks in
terms of the present time
to death, instead of birth to
the present time.
2. Career evaluation takes
place—the man reviews
his career goals and ac
complishments. Often a
man will change careers at
this point.
3. Emotional instability and
general health—two things
occur in this dimension:
Physical changes, suoh as
weight gain, and hair loss
are
evident
and,
mood swings, depression
and quick-temper are
experienced.
4. Marital evaluation takes
place—s im ila r to the
career evaluation, the man
tries to determine the level
marital satisfaction he has
achieved. Many divorces
occur at this time.
5. The general self-esteem
dimension—the man tries
to ascertain how he feels
about himself; the level of

self-respect and selfconfidence is gauged.
From these five dimensions
Lori and Vera developed a
twenty-five item questionnaire
which they gave the m ale
professors at Lawrence and U.W.
Fox Valley. The anonymous
responses were put on a scale
from one to five, one being “ I
never feel this way” and five
representing “ I always feel this
way.” A high score on a question
such as “ I often want to leave
home,” is seen as more in
dicative of the mid-life crisis
(marital problems) than a low
score.
The sam ple group, though
small (37), ranged in age from 28
to 62 years of age and were
divided into three groups: 28-37,
38-47, and 48-62. The findings
were substantial in that they
supported the assum ptions
draw n from the background
literature. After analyzing the
variables and checking the
statistical method, the middle
age group scored significantly
higher than the other two groups.
In addition, some members of
this group were not experiencing
their mid-life crisis which
reflects the fact that a crisis can
sometimes occur before age 34 or
after age 47 for certain in
dividuals. The experiment in
dicated that high scores on the
emotional, marital, and self
esteem questions are most in
dicative of a crisis, because
almost all the subjects had high
scores on the other two questions.
The graduate psychology
students at Madison were im 
pressed with the study, and it was
judged as the best paper in its
section. Although Lori and Vera
will be unable to do further
research,
D r.
Ed
Olson,
Associate
Professor
of
Psychology and D irector of
Counseling, hopes to have one of
his students continue the project
next year to see how a broader
sample will effect the results.
Vera and Lori want to thank
Eileen
Noppe,
Assistant
Professor of Psychology, for her
help, and all the students who
went to the symposium for their
support.
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Compiled from AP, UPI, NPR, ABC, CBS news. Our World.
—by B. Lewis and C. Butler
“Well, man, like Mount Saint Hellena blew up, hot ash and
gas flew everywhere. People were in a plane right overhead
when she blew!!
All the folks up in the iove-canal’ area didn’t have time to
dig it though, because the federal dudes were up in the Niagara
Falls, New York, neighborhoods there moving over 700 people to
temporary safety after doctors working for the government
found nerve and chromosome damage in ultra-high levels
among residents. It seems that there were plenty of dangerous
chemicals in the ground, left by one Hooker Chemical Company
in a dumping ground on top of which local government allowed
building permits. Two hundred people, families living right on
the edge of the old dump, have already been evacuated at
federal expense. Man, the findings those government docs came
up with have really got some people- up in arms; President
Carter declared the area a disaster zone.
Speakin’ of Carter, wow, he’s just about one hundred and
twenty-six delegates away from being the Democratic nominee,
again! And Reagan . . . he only needs 33 more delegates and it
looks like Ronnie’s their man. Wouldn’t exactly call that a
choice; Anderson m ay throw the election one way or the other
but he’s not going to win.
People in a very under-rich suburb of M iam i figured out
what they want to do with their election year: riot to end what
they feel has been an undue amount of blatent police brutality.
Tensions have been strained since the Cuban exodus began. It
seems that the Black community, having always had the best
pick of the local menial job market, is just a little upset about
the influx of Cuban refugees, people they claim wifi "run off
with the few jobs left around here,” said one Black community
leader. National guard troops and state riot police have helped
the situation increase in calmness, that’s what I heard. Seems
like the powers that be feel that a ten PM to dawn curfew helped
the situation some; but that’s been lifted now and I hear on the
news that liquor, which was kept from sale for a few days, is now
back on the shelves. At least they can celebrate their moral
victory now!
What started the riot was the brutal police murder of a
prominent Black businessman. The policemen, claiming that
they made a mistake, have had their trial moved to Tampa where
ABC news reported trouble was already brewing on similar
issues. “Coula be a long hot summer for the police and the
unemployed,” ABC news reported a bystander to have said.
People in Quebec have decided to remain a part of Canada. I
don’t know, I just heard it!
Also, I heard that people in South Korea don’t like the fact
that some Generals have decided to run their country, and boy
are they givin’ the soldiers a chance to come out in the streets
with them and really give them a good kicking around!
How about this one: Dick Nixon wrote a book about the up
and cornin’ war. Did you hear that one? I t ’s called The Real
War. “ World leadership,” he writes, “requires something that
is in many ways alien to the American caste of mind. It requires
placing limits on idealism, compromising with reality, at times
matching duplicity with duplicity and even brutality with
brutality.” How about that! Sounds like the grand master of the
American political rodeo is on his way back to us. Waddya
think?
Hey, the President said he’s been getting up at 4:30 a.m .
some mornings to help figure a way out of the Iranian crisis,
now over 200 days old. Will we just have “where were you on the
200th day anniversary” parties, in the future, or what? The
President, who no longer believes that Iran is necessary to his
re-nomination, has continued to leave it on the back burner.
Hey, how about cornin’ down to the Navy recruiter with me?

by Lynne McCollum
Tuesday
evening,
Mayor
Dorothy
Johnson
and
Redevelopm ent
Coordinator
Wendy V iehland
cam e
to
Lawrence to present a slide show
and lead a discussion about the
future of downtown Appleton.
The slide show gave a short
pictoral history of the downtown,
a brief overview of Appleton’s
present situation, and presented
various proposals being con
sidered
for
downtown
redevelopment.
The “m all controversy” began
last fa ll when a national
developer proposed a
one
million square foot shopping
center in Grand Chute. The
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by Rick Moser
R ich a rd
M ilhous
Nixon,
Lenny Bruce, Timothy Leary —
these people have never spoken
at Lawrence. Andrew Young,
Jane Byrne, Andy Warhol —
these people probably will never
speak at Lawrence. Theodore
Roosevelt, Upton Sinclair, Ralph
Waldo Emerson — these people
are dead. Ruggedly individual as
ever,
W illia m
Proxm ire,
Wisconsin’s most distinguished
senator since Joseph P. Mc
Carthy, paying no attention to the
fashionable precedent, will be the
guest speaker at this June’s
perrenial paper passing ex
travaganza.
Strangely enough, no one —
particularly the university ad
ministration — seems to know
exactly how or why the senator’s
services were procured. E x 
pressing the mood of the
moment, campus big-wig Dan
Taylor relievedly explained that
he was “happy to say that (he)
had nothing to do with that
decision.” Elucidated another
eminently helpful Dean, “ I don’t
want to get involved.”
There seems to be no particular
opposition
to
P ro x m ire ’s
selection, but there is even less
support.
A pathy,
m ild
disgruntlement and infinitesimal
perplexion account for the
popular professional reaction —
due largely to both his inap
propriateness for the role and to a
natu ral defensiveness engen
dered by the unenlightened anitintellectualism embodied in his
ever-popular “ Golden Fleece”
Awards, too often granted to
pedantic recipients.
Student opinion on the un
spectacular issje is rather less
than heated; in fact, it is rather
less than opinionated. A con
spicuous exception to this
universal disregard is the supertopical opinion leader, Barney
Haen, who, insightfully as ever,
put things into their proper
perspective when he interjected,
“I think it would be neat.
Proxmire is a great guy.” Mr.
Haen, incidentally, has no con
nection with either the selection
committee or the “ Young Adults
Rooting
for
P ro x m ire ”
organization.
“ I don’t think that they should
even
have
com m encem ent
speakers,” concluded Professor
Taylor. “ It ’s too damn hot out
there to sit around that long.”

d is c u s s e d

consequences of such a proposal
would be extremely detrimental
to Appleton’s central business
district resulting in the relocation
of the large department stores
and eventually in a loss of tax
revenue.
A lternatives are being in 
vestigated to create a com
petitive retail center in the
downtown.
Skyways,
a
pedestrian mall, new stores and
other options have ben examined
but are either too costly or lack
the necessary support of the
community and developers. It
seems that the only concept that
appeals to both developers and
large department stores is the
enclosed m all concept. Appleton
has not decided on a particular

alternative, however, and it open
to suggestions.
The meeting on Tuesday was
one in a series of Ward meetings
organzied by Mayor Johnson in
conjunction with the Planning
Department. The purpose of the
meeting was to inform citizens
and to receive public input about
Appleton’s future. The low at
tendance was disappointing but
the few who attended engaged in
lively and insightful discussion.
One Appleton resident remarked,
“To be perfectly honest, I didn’t
realize this issue was so com
plex.”
Lawrence thanks the Mayor
and the Planning Department for
their effort to keep Lawrentians
informed.

Lawrence students for World Peace
by Jim Stukas
There is a new, dynam ic
organization on the Lawrence
campus. It is called Lawrence
Students for World Peace and it
was formed by freshmen Pete
Seckman (former English major
and barefoot wanderer) and Jim
Stukas
(totally
unrealistic
Philosophy major). The goal of
the organization, beyond the
obvious one of Wolrd Peace, it to
begin to educate the community
of the need for a more honest,
direct, and peaceful mode of
settling disputes which can only
lead to a peaceful co-existence of
all people.
On a campus like Lawrence’s,
people with diverse backgrounds
come together for an education.
These people are bound to, and

do, have conflicts in their needs
and wants at certain times. Also,
at Lawrence there is a system
that is designed to settle these
conflicts peacefully and ef
ficiently. In general, this system
works, especially when people
put in the necessary effort to
make it work. This effort is small
but it is enough to reap the great
reward of happiness.
The main idea behind LSWP is
the population of the planet must
learn that this kind of effort is not
only desirable—it is necessary.
This is a crucial time in our
history and it is time to
reevaluate the way we settle
disputes—physical force has
been shown to create as many
new problems as it solves old
ones—and move toward a new,
moie honest way. Our group is

non-partisan and we believe that
this consciousness-raising must
come about in any moral way
possible. Though everyone in the
club has their own ideas, we will
listen to everyone.
In
order
to
begin
the
educational process, LSWP plans
to have panel discussions, lec
tures, ana marches, among other
things. If you saw our booth at
Celebrate!, then you know that
we had a petition against the
draft there, and more im 
portantly, that we were actively
talking with people, discussing
the issues of World Peace. Won’t
you join us? Our next meeting
w ill be W ednesday, May 28
at 6:30 in the Ormsby lounge.
Bring ideas, your mind, and your
heart.
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S tu d e n t re c ita ls p la n n e d
by Michael Minnick
Musical activity at the Con
servatory begins with Monday
night’s Student Recital at 8:00
p.m. in Harper Hall. First on the
program will be James Van
Bochove, baritone, performing
songs by Reutter, Floyd, and
Gounod. Mr. Van Bochove will be
assisted by M a rtin Butorac,
piano.
Anne Fraioli, flute, and Steve
Edmund, piano, will then per
form E rnest B loch’s Suite
Modale. Next will be songs by
Faure and Brahms, sung by
Mary VanderLinden, soprano,
assisted by Steve Edmund, piano.
Joel Eckhardt, baritone, will then
perform several songs by
Schumann, again assisted by Mr.
Edmund.
Two Chopin Nocturnes will be
performed by Mary Manuel,
piano. Jeanne Phelps, mezza
soprano, will sing songs by
Scarlatti and Litti, assisted by
Gigi Plautz, piano. Eldin Bur
ton’s Sonatina will be heard next
performed by Billie Witte, flute,
and Steve* Edmund, piano. Next
will be songs by Faure and
Schubert sung by Marilyn Fisher,
soprano, assisted by Gigi Plautz
and Beth Halloin, piano.
Closing the Recital will be
Douglas
Segal,
soprano
saxophone, Brian Koser, alto
saxophone, Lynn James, tenor
saxophone, and Jeff Santaga,
baritone saxophone, performing
Gordon Ja c o b ’s Saxophone
Quartet.
The Tuesday morning Student
Recital will be held at 11:20 a.m.
in
the
M em orial
Chapel.
Beginning the program will be
D avid Lornson, organ, p er
form ing Toccata by M arius
M onnikendam . Next w ill be
Normon Dello Jo io ’s Three
Essays for Clarinet and Piano,
featuring Lizette Lewis, Bb
clarinet, and Lynn Freiburg,
piano. Tim T sukiyam a, alto
saxophone, and Mary Manuel,
piano, will then perform Sonata
for Eb Alto Saxophone and Piano
by Paul Creston.
The Recital will continue with
songs by Faure and Bizet, sung
by Kathy B u blitz, soprano,
assisted by M a rtin Botorac,

THOMAS BANCHOFF
cont. from page 1

B a n c h o f f
together. This unfolded hyper
cube (and other things related to
a fourth dimension) has found its
way into surrealist a rt, as
Banchoff illustrated with some
exam ples from D ali. D a li’s
“Crucifixion” features an un
folded-hypercube crucifix, and
many other paintings of his are
attem pts to transcend the
limitations of dimension.
Banchoff closed his Tuesday
talk with a computer film of a
surface which can only be built in
four dimensions. Here, as in the
other film, motion cues caused
the flat image on the screen
to appear as three-dimensional
objects. This periodically caused
optical illusions in some of the
a u d ie n c e — r e lia b le sou rces
assure me that the hemisphere in
the film did not really change its
direction of rotation.
B a n c h o ff’s
M onday
talk

piano. Susan Lawrence, bassoon,
and Christine Gallaway, piano,
w ill perform Fantasie pour
Basson et Piano by Eugene
Bozza.
The program will conclude
with Andante fur Horn and
K lavier by R ich a rd Strauss,
perform ed by Beth H alloin,
french horn, and Steve Edmund,
piano.
The first of two Jazz programs
this week will be presented by the
Lawrence Jazz Lab Band on
Tuesday evening at 8:30 p.m. in
Stansbury Theatre. The Lab
Band will be conducted by Fred
Sturm and Student Conductors
David Bridenhagen and Doug
Segal.
Featured on the program will
be Smooth Sailin, by John Radd,
Can’t Handle It, by Ray Brown,
and Portrait of Lana, by Bill
Fritz. Neal Hefti’s Kid from Red
Bank will feature Vickie Briggs,
piano. I Remember Clifford, by
Benny Golson, will feature Andy
Wheeler, trombone.
The Vickie Briggs Combo will
perform a Miles Davis com
position, All Blues. The program
will close with Rose Room, by
Billy Byers, Maiden Voyage, by
Herbie H ancock, and Jiv e
Samba, arranged by Thad Jones.
John Lutterman, violoncello,
will present a Faculty Recital
Wednesday evening at 8:30 p.m.
in Harper Hall. Mr. Lutterman
will be assisted by Lorna Peters,
piano.
The first half of the program
will begin with Suite No. 3 in C
Major by J. S. Bach. Next will be
Beethoven’s Sonata No. 3 in A
Major. The second half of the
program will be Sonata by Frank
Bridge.
The Downer Chorus and Vocal
Liturature Class, conducted by
Mari Taniguchi, will present a
concert Thursday evening at 8:30
p.m. in Harper Hall. The Chorus
will be assisted by David Lorn
son, organ and piano, James
Thompson, piano, Mary Jasper,
piano, and Steve Edmund, piano.
The p rogram will include
works by B ach, S c a rla tti,
Beethoven, H andel, B rah m s,
Bartók, Schumann, and others.

Photo: Michael Kortenhof
focused even more on computer
film s; no puppets, balloons,
sugar cubes, or insects got into
the act. Banchoff believes in the
usefulness of visualization in
mathematics, and this interest
has led him to create computer
simulations of four-dimensional
graphs. He showed films of the
graphs of two functions, the
complex exponential function
and the complex squaring func
tion. He also showed a film en
titled “ F ly in g Through the
Torus” which made the audience
do exactly that. Similarity of this
film (and the other films) to
sequences in Star Wars is not
accidental; Banchoff said one of
this former students worked on
Star Wars’ special effects. Two
other former students of Ban
choff, Profs. Bruce “Spell It
Right”
Pourciau and Steve “ Joe
iS
C alcu lus”
Goldstein,
are
rumored to be working on their
own Hollywood production, Polly
Nomial Meets the Generalized
Multipliers, soon to be released at
a theater near you.

C o p u la tin g
by Mary Ann Bernadette
Mullin
Egypt had locusts. Oklahoma
has its dust storms. Oregon has
Mt. St. Helena. Appleton has
flies. Not just your average
summer picnic nuisance, but
small flies with little moral sense
by the millions. Some call them
lake flies, some call them river
flies, some call them cadis flies,
some call them trichoptera, but
most Lawrentians call them by a
single common name . . . f-flies.
Why are there so many? Why
do they come out now? Is there
any way to control these
Our local expert, Sophomore
Beth Pasierb, has the answers to
all these questions. Pasierb is
currently undertaking a tutorial
in the study of these flies (and all
their obnoxious habits) under the
guidance of Dr. Sumner Richman
of the Biology department. She
began her study of the trichop
tera last term as her Biology I
project.
To answer the first of our
questions, (why so many?) one
must simply look on the sidewalk
at any hour of the day and wit
ness these constantly copulating
cadises doing their immoral and
illicit acts in groups of two to six.
Having completed the necessary
motions, the female proceeds to
make a night flight over the Fox
River to relieve herself of her
heavy payload of jellied egg
mass. Pasierb tells us that these
egg masses sink to the bottom of
the river and become affixed to
submerged objects such as rocks
or logs.
The eggs are in the larva stage
throughout the winter. This is
their most active stage, during
which they build a food-gathering
net and form their casing which
constitutes their habitat for the
coming year. When conditions
such as current velocity, water
temperature, and photo period
become favorable, the organism
pubates.
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V oulez-vous. . . ?

Availibility of food is a major
factor. Recently, EPA standards
have forced a general cleanup of
the Fox, allowing for an in
creased food supply and, hence
more flies. Once this pubating
stage is completed, they shed
their cases and float to the sur
face. When their wings have
dried, they fly to the upper
foliage. There are three major
hatchings. The primary is in
May, with lesser hatchings in
July and October. Out of the
water, their only working system
is genital. They have no need of
food, do not bite, they have only
one appetite . . . sexual.
Pasierb elaborates on the two
possible methods for the control
of the flies; pesticides and control
of urban and agricultural runoff.
Pesticides have been developed
for the control of these flies in
other areas, however, none is
suitable for use in the Fox River
area. Until a suitable pesticide is

developed, efforts are being
made to control runoff. The
major type of runoff in the Fox is
agricultural—runoff from fields
c ontaining nutrients. These
nutrients are conducive to algae
growth. If runoff of these
nutrients could be curtailed, a
decrease in the population would
result.
Why are there so many flies
around on the day after a rain
storm? It is hypothesized that the
dam p
w eather
hinders
movement of the flies due to
water on the wing. The flies
remain stationary on building
walls during the storms and so
are not so noticeable until the
weather clears and allows them
to dry their wings.
While Pasierb occupies herself
with her study of the life cycle of
these bugs, the rest of us must be
content to spit them out of our
mouths, pick them off our
clothes, and swat them when they
fly down our shirts.

Light, more light shed on honors
by Judy Ingersoll
Recently, the Committee on
Honors sent a pamphlet about
receiving honors at graduation to
the ju n io r class. Professor
Charles Breunig. chairman of the
committee, explained that in the
last
few
years,
fewer
honor projects have been sub
mitted, and he believes that the
decline is due to a lack of
knowledge rather than a lack of
interest on the part of the
students.
The pamphlet explains that
honors are awarded to a p 
proximately one-third of the
senior class at three levels: cum
laude (with praise), magna cum
laude (with high praise), and
suma cum laude (with highest
praise). This recognition for
academic achievement can be
earned in two ways: through
honors in course, on the basis of a
high cum ulative grade po»nt
average; or through honors in
independent studies, for those
who submit independent projects
for evaluation by the faculty.
Honors projects are programs
of independent study concerned
with problems of questions,
usually in a student’s major or a
related field of study. Normally,
a student will write a thesis
based on his research, perform
an original dramatic or musical
work, or exhibit works of art
Duringspring term, the projects
are evaluated by committees
consisting of the student’s faculty
advisor and at least two other
members of the faculty. The
candidate must also defend his
project during a one to one and
one-half hour oral examination
before his committee; he is then
told what level of honor he will
receive for his work. The reports
of the small committees are
reviewed by the Committee on
Honors, made up of four faculty
members and one student
representative, which in turn
submits its recommendations to
the faculty for final approval
Most students who take on this

commitment register for the
Independent Studies course, of
fered during one’s senior year,
for a credit each term. This af
fords the student the time and
faculty aid often necessary to
complete a project. All in 
dependent work is graded for
credit, even when a thesis or
presentation does not result.
Professor Breunig encourages
students to begin thinking of
topics as soon as possible;
sophomore year is not too early
to begin a project. He stresses
that projects from all areas of
study have been submitted, and
he hopes that all departments
will encourage their students to
undertake honors projects.
Although a project does require a
firm commitment of both time
and effort, most students find it to
be a very rewarding experience.
The pride and confidence gained

from independent work on a
specific topic is worth the con
certed effort; often, an honors
project is cited as the most
significant experience of the
author’s college career.
In order to inform
un
derclassm en about the op
portunities in independent study,
the Committee on Honors invites
all interested students, to the
annual Honors Tea on Wed
nesday, May 28, at 4:10 pm, in the
Art Center. Three seniors who
have recently completed projects
will conduct short presentations
about their work, give advice,
and answer questions. Faculty
members will also be on hand to
discuss independent study. “ It ’s
too bad that no one at this school
knows what goes on during
com m encem ent
until
he
graduates.” Light, more light on
the subject of honors.

T H E
T O T A L
P IC T U R E
• Full service frane shop
• Prints and graphics
• Photo supplies
• Quality photo finishing
—

N e w L o c a tio n —

116 N. D ivision Street
(Behind the Viking Theater)

Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9:30-9:00
Tues., Wed., Sat. 9:30-5:30
731-8950
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Plot to abolish small houses uncovered
by Jim m y Olson
Being a novice jou rnalist
myself, I don’t really know how to
go about presenting this story.
What started as a simple feature
article turned out to unearth one
of the greatest scandals to take
place at any institution of higher
learning. I am sorry to say that
certain
underhanded
ad
m inistra tiv e dealings have
forced Bruce Colwell and Prof.
William Markham to leave the
LU community; and not for the
allegedly sim ple and honest
reasons heretofore released.
It started on the fateful day last
week when I was on my way to
lunch. I brushed up against the
Editor of the school newspaper
who asked me if I was interested
in writing a little “ ditty” for this
week’s edition. The Editor, Alan
Gunn, explained that I should
inquire at Wilson house about
campus energy waste. I ac
cepted, and promised that I
would follow up the lead right
after lunch. Personally, I did not
consider energy waste very in
teresting. I thought that the
water-ballooning problem was
serious and provocative jour
nalism.
At any rate, I stopped by the
Office of Campus Life after lunch
and began talking with the
receptionist. “ H e llo ,” I said
politely. “ Is Mr. Colwell in
please?”
“I believe that he is,” replied
the secretary. “ I ’ll call his office
and check,” she said, reaching
for the intercom. “ Bruce, there is
a visitor here to see you.”
“I ’m sorry,” she said to me
again, “ what is your name, and
what would you like to see Mr.
Colwell for?” I replied that I was
a reporter for The Lawrentian (a
title which I like to flout for
prestige’s sake). She relayed this
information to Colwell, and then
asked me what I was writing
about. I replied. “ I am writing an
article about the Energy Task
Force, m a ’a m .”
As soon as I said that, the
secretary turned pale. She im 
mediately told me that Bruce
Colwell was not in and that he
would be absent for a few days.
Shaking off the receptionist’s odd

behavior, I left in a rather
bewildered state. Why did the
woman denv that Colwell was not
here? I had seen him just a few
hours ago. I also thought it
strange that I had never seen that
particular secretary at Wilson
house before. While I turned
these strange occurances over in
my head, I saw Bill Markham,
the sociology prof, rush out of
Wilson house and jum p into a
waiting car.
Realizing that something was
amiss, I went back into Wilson
house. Using my sleuth-like
techniques, I noiselessly crept
past the recptionist’s office (I
noticed that the mysterious
secretary was no longer there). I
moved as silently as a cat up the
stiars and stopped outside of
Colwell’s office. The door was
ajar so I looked in; I could dimly
make out the form of Rik Warch
sitting in the corner of the room,
busily writing down memos as
Colwell spoke. Said Colwell, “ Say
Rik, would you hand me the Job
Papers?”
I immediately deduced that
these macabre “ Job” papers
were related to some u n 
derhanded scheme that was
underfoot in the administration. I
knew I had to get my hands on the
papers and expose these clowns.
Lunging courageously into the
room (feeling not unlike Perry
Mason at the time), I grabbed a
sheaf of papers lying on the desk,
and was out of there in a flash. I
took them to the Lawrentian
office, not being aware that I was
onto one of the hottest leads ever
exposed in the quaint town of
Appleton.
As it turned out, the papers told
the whole story. They told of
Kevin “ Tricky Dick” Fritsche’s
illegal exploits and his abusive
wielding of LUCC power. Fritsche (once a candidate for a
sociology major until his poor
grades forced him to abandon
that field and cover up his past)
felt he owed a grudge against
many people in the college. The
“ Fritsche Memoirs” went on to
relate that he was aware that
sociology prof Bill Markham was
finding his annual Appleton
research tedious and u n in 

teresting. He suggested to
Markham that the prof use his
Sociological research techniques
to find out what the “undesirable
elements” were on the Lawrence
campus that were apparently
causing a delinquent “blow it off
and crank it out attitude” among
the student.
Markham was exuberant to get
his paws into some “ r e a l”
research. The elated prof
launched himself into the study
and came up with some startling
results. Markham found that the
“ anything goes and no one cares”
attitude lay not in the Viking
Room activities or the infamous
avenue, but actually in the LUCC
itself. Fritsche’s political mind
had trouble accepting the facts —
but the documented evidence was
plain.
However, the double-dealing,
unpopular Fritsche was not out of
ploys
yet.
The
conniving
politician stole the research and
reprogrammed it to say that the
LUCC was not at the root of the
college’s trouble, but in fact he
made it appear that the
inhabitants of the small houses
were at fault. Fritsche figured
that this would be perfect for
him, because then he could get
back at those sm all house
inhabitants (who rig h tfu lly
disliked him anyway).
Fritsche gave the falsified
results to Bruce Colwell. Colwell
soon became the puppet of
Fritsche. The two soon formed a
conspiracy with the Physical
Plant. The poor workers at the
physical plant were threatened
with the loss of their jobs if they
did not carry out the orders of
Bruce “ Caligula” Colwell. Their
orders were to remove the
weather-stripping from the small
houses, making each of them
energy inefficient. They then
cranked the heat in all the houses
and dorms making them un
bearably hot for the entire winter
and spring. The wily Colwell then
hired an energy consultant to
officially declare that the small
houses were a real energy waste.
This gave the ignoble Fritsche a
perfect platform to get rid of the
people whom he despised in the
small houses.

B r e m e r -the c o n n o ta tio n s o f g o lf
If all University events were
this successful there would never
be the cry of student apathy or
that predom inant trace of
skepticism which seems to
precede each such activity . . . too
bad these things only happen
once a year. Good food, good
speakers, good friends and
Lowenbrau. No, this is not a
com m ercial to prom ote the
advancem ent of Freshm en,
Sophomores and Juniors to that
final stage of being a Senior, but
one is certainly imbued with a
sense of accomplishment when
one gets there. This senior dinner
tribute to our great class of 1980
will remain a pleasant, albeit
absurd, memory to all those who
participated.
It was sometime after the third
liter of wine and second bottle of
champagne that we realized the
traditional student toasting had
begun. Julie Dyer started things
off by commending two out
standing athletes, Jim Miller
(now running in the Olympic
Trials for the marathon), and
Bruce Barkwell (with an offer
from the Green Bay Packers).
Already announced weddings
were next up and announced
again while Steve Prout sank
under the influence of a pre-Jim’s
party, a double Wild Turkey and a
bountiful supply of champagne.
To round things out, Pete Schulze
came up with a rare bit of humor
and toasted all those seniors
graduating without honors.
The stage was now set for the
dynamic Bateman-Paulson duo.
Appearing in gym outfits from
before our time, they led some 200
slightly spirited seniors in a
rousing round of our Alma Mater
and that beloved tune “ O ’er The

Fox.” Even with the words and
music in front of our faces we still
couldn’t get it quite right. The
result was bad enough to put us
in the top twenty.
The next item on the agenda
was a short and sweet presen
tation by Clair Marie Voss,
director
of
the
A lum ni
Association, who had high hopes
for us all. With a brief in 
troduction by Rik Warch we were
ready for whatever Professor
Bremer could throw at us and our
cheesecake. In any event (to
steal
that
great
Hah-ian
metaphor), we were all very
pleased with Prof. Bremer’s
fulfillment of his own diagnosis of
what an “ after dinner” address
should be; entertaining, laced
with humor and, indeed, “ ab
surd.”
Calvin Coolidge would most
certainly
appreciate
the
adulations bestowed upon him by
Professor Bremer, but it remains
to be seen if our own President
will appreciate the endearment.
The comparison between famous
Republican presidential golfers
and R ik W arch was another

factor which could lead to a
salary readjustment were it to be
taken in the wrong frame of
mind. Any such fears, of course,
could easily have been put aside
until the topic turned to that
nasty subject of inflation and
alcohol consumption. Professor
Bremer speculated that in a time
in the not too far future the price
of a pitcher of beer will, at
current rates of inflation, ap
proximate 75 dollars. The period
when beer could be consumed in
massive quantities for next to
nothing would be remembered
only as a hazy past known as
BWL - (pause for effect) -Before
Warch’s Letter . . .
Amidst
the
toasting,
celebrating, eating, drinking and
laughing
there
was
the
realization that in a few short
weeks the class of 1980 will be
cast into that “other” world. That
is a sobering thought which we
must, in one way or another,
contend with. I would like to
extend my thanks to all those who
are contributing time, experience
and effort to making this com
mencement a pleasant reality.

SENIORS
-RESU M ES PR IN TED -

★ White or color stock
★ Typing Service Available
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* Fast Service
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____________
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QUICK PHINTIIIC

LONGLEY directs action.
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P r e s id e n t ia l e le c tio n s im u la t io n
by Anne Dooley
On
Friday
night
the
Presidential Election Simulation
will culminate in the election of a
new president by approximately
90 Lawrence students. Most of
these students are members of
Professor Longley’s P o litical
P arties class or Professor
Miller’s Introduction to Political
Science class. Over the last three
weeks they have participated in a
unique learning program. The
simulation has been master
minded by Professor Longley
with the assistance of Professor
Miller and two G.O.D.’s (game
overall directors) Mitzi Mahoney
’81 and John Stoner ’80.
The simulation, according to
Mr. Longley, is an attempt to
abstract the dynamics of the
presidential election process and
it consists of five stages. The
preconvention strategies and
nine key primaries are dealt with
in game 1. In games 2 and 3 party
latform formulation and pre
allot
strategies
at
the
Democratic National Convention
are simulated. Game 4 focuses on
evaluators’ cross-pressure voting
in eight indicator precincts, and
stage
5 deals
with
the
Presidential Election. The first 3
stages of the simulation which
took place last weekend in
Riverview Lounge focused on
intra-party competition between
five Democratic hopefuls. The
last two stages will be played out
tonight and will pit the winner of
the D em ocratic no m ination,
Senator Downs and his running
mate, against the Republican
incumbent, President Palmer,
and an independent candidate
from California, Mr. Ryker. All
sim ulation personalities are
fictitious, but Mr. Ryker can
expect to encounter many of the
political obstacles that John
Anderson is encountering in the
real world.
All participants have been
assigned one of three roles. They
can act as a strategist for a
candidate as a political evaluator,
or as a member of the media
Strategists are responsible for
representing one of the can
didates and developing his
positions on six pre-determined
issues. The issues which they
must address are defense
spending, social program ex
penditures, national economy,
tax lim ita tio n s, crim e and
violence, and abortion.
M em bers
of
the
m edia

represent
one
of
three
newspapers: The Star — a
conservative paper, the World —
a liberal paper, and the Lawe
Street Journal which attempts to
maintain a middle-of-the-road
stance.
Evaluators have four roles. In
the first game they functioned as
evaluators in one of the nine
sequential primaries. The second
and third games found them
representing and voting for their
assisgned states. In game 4 they
will evaluate cross-pressure
voting
in
eight
indicator
primaries, and finally, in game 5,
they will attempt to choose a
president from the three national
candidates.
While “successful performance
does not rest on the player’s
discovery of correct or single
best decisions,” they have been
encouraged to formulate an in
telligent strategy based on
available
in form atio n
and
relevant interests.
The winner of last weekend’s
Democratic nominating process
was Senator William Downs.
Downs selected his chief com
petitor, Governor Allen, as his
running mate. Tonight Downs
w ill meet the
R ep ublican
nominee. Palmer, and the In
dependent Ryker in the general
election. All students have been
advised by Mr. Longley that “ if
the results of the state-by-state
vote . . . should fail to result in an
electoral college m ajority,” the
E lectoral College Deadlock
Contingency Plan will be put into
effect. This is especially in
teresting
due
to
current
speculation that in light of John
Anderson’s independent c a n 
didacy, the two major party
candidates could fail to secure an
electoral college majority. In this
event, the election would be
thrown into the House of
Representatives for the first time
since 1830. While Prof. Longley
has pledged that he will not
manipulate an electoral college
deadlock, he admits to being
fascinated by the possibility
Mr. Longley’s written in 
structions to all participants
conclude with his directive:
“ Have fun — see what can be
learned about the Presidential
Selection Process.” Tonight this
unique learning experience will
end and 90 Lawrence students
w ill return to ‘ ‘real world
politics” with some new insights.
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Wats you sly dog, it's about time
n'est pas?

Get Involved!
I ran... Hostages... Afganistan...
The Draft..Rescue Attempts..These
crises and headlines are involved to
a great extent with U.S. military
preparedness. That, in turn,
depends in great measure on the
morale of our young and often
inexperienced military volunteers.
Armed Forces Mail Call is an
idependent, nonprofit organization
dedicated to uplifting the morale of
these young military volunteers.
Mail Call encourages individuals to
write friendly letters of support
which would be suitable to be
received by any member of our
Armed Forces. These letters are
collected by Mail Call and sent to
participating
agencies
for
distribution where the need is
greatest. The Mail Call program
has been praised by our nation's
leaders, both military and civilian,
by participating agencies such as
USO’s and Armed Services YMCA ’s, by those who have sent mail,
most im portantly, by the in
dividual servicemen and women
who have received the mail collec
ted and distributed by Mail Call.
Though past mail Calls were held
only during Christmas Holiday
Season, Mail Call is now pleased to
announce that the program will
operate on a year 'round basis. Mail
will be received on a continuing
basis and forwarded on an asneeded schedule to military
facilities in the U.S. and abroad.
For information on how you as an
individual, or your club, may have a
part in this vital, morale-boosting
program, please write to Armed
Forces Mail Call, 2170 West
Broadway, 4*514, Anaheim, Califor
nia 92804. Students who are atten
ding school away from home please include your home address
to assure Mail Call will be able to
contact you. Thank You!
A Plea
As you may have noticed,
Downer is missing many plates,
glasses, and other implements. We
know where they are -all over cam
pus. So, either bring them back, or
get used to the taste of styrofoam.
Mr. Food knows all.
Editors 1980-81
The
Lawrence
University
Publications Board would like to
announce the editors for The
Lawrentian for next year. First
Term: James L. Matchefts, Second
Term: James M. Cornelius, Third
Term: Philip D. Brick and Alan M.
Gunn. The editor-in-chief of The
Ariel will be Lisa M. Brady.
Anyone interested in applying for
the position of Business Manager

for either publication should con
tact Paul Aiken at ext. 333.
Art
Faced
with
the
endless
questioning statements surroun
ding contemporary visual arts that
disclaim anything that anyone
might do, I could address the merit
of experimentation, exploitation,
and intellectualization, or the sense
that even the most vague and ob
scure visual statements make in
our fast paced, nonsensical, non
stop, workaday world. To make it
easier I could reiterate that
nothing is Art, and that what you
see is merely a personal fixation
hung up in one room and called art;
for convenience sake. I believe that
it is a definition that cannot be
told.
Nonetheless, in like terms. 1 am
able to ‘defend' myself: to utilize
arts' words and speak for my own
subtle implications of common
symbols such as doorways, ladders,
and the clothes we wear (and those
we don’t) when they have been per
sonalized, perhaps receiving new
contexts or reinforcing old ones. I
am irresolute as to the need to
defend myself. Instead, please
come, and take a look for yourself.
Worcester Art center, May 25-30.
Susan Choate.
Needed
40 willing participants needed for
Seniors
last
minute
short
Psychology experiment on Political
Thought. We need 1 hour of your
time on Tuesday 27th at 1:00 in the
coffeehouse. Please do us a favor
and sign up immediately with Jill
Swenson at Ext. 326 (302 Ormsby),
or Jan Hesson Ext. 353 (317 Sage).
Thanks-a-bunch, 2 desperate
seniors!
Don't Miss the Last a La
Carte of the Year!!
^
Announcing the final performan
ce of the Van Bochove Swing Choir
and Chorale (finally) Thursday,
May 29 at 12:15 in Riverview
Lounge. So, corral your friends,
bring them to Riverview, and end
the year on a happy note!
WLFM Meeting
Wednesday May 28, 1980 at 7:00
p.m. at the studio of WLFM. This
meeting is mandatory for all
W LFM staff, and anyone in
terested in doing a show next fall.
Questions? Call ext. 601.
Coffeehouse
Ginny Merrifield and Sue
McGrath will provide music for
your listening pleasure«this Sunday
night in the Coffeehouse. The stage
is open to anyone from 9:00 to
10:00 and then Ginny and Sue will
play until 12:00. Stop down for
some good eatin’ and good listnin’.

Slavic Picnic Friday June 6th at
Telulah Park at 5:00. Cost is *1.50.
Please sign the list by Mr.
Smalley's office. Beer, brats,
volleyball! Slavic trippers please
Applications are being taken for
bartenders in the Viking Hoorn. They
may be picked up from Marge Van
Roy or Coralee Ferk. Applications
are due May 30. Anyone interested
in cleaning the Viking Room please
call Coralee at ext. 308.
Anyone interested in working on
New Student Week next year please
contact Tom Lonnquist at ext. 542.

#35 and #50, We've seen your
moves on the basketball court wanna try a few on us?
-Fuzzbuster and Sleeze
Spineless Dolts, How was the game
Wednesday?
To Kentucky Woman: Who are
you to talk about integrity?

Coralee:
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Helen always told me
There’s a name for girls like you.

“What is written on roofs is never
idle jibberish; it is Gospel.”
-A Chimney Sweep
Amanda, Charlotte, and Maggie:
The Mayflies are out and I can’t
wait to leave L.U.--(not all of us are
able to travel abroad) Enjoy those
London times!!
■Pete (T.P.)

Z — Greetings buddy! Glad to hear
that you and Mr. Lewis are
becoming good friends. You are
Me
missed.

Bobby: Congratulations on your
graduation!! Time to get drunk
and...
Mr. Green Ass

Suzy Q: Relax and stay cool.
Remember, some of us want to
study at 10:00 p.m. in the library.
P.S. you don't have to start
packing for Barrington until midJuly.

The Dyke Brigade advocates Gay
and Lesbian
Pride!

Phebes, need your ironing done?
GG
Delt Roofs don't lie
Hey Mr. Corny: Don't work too
hard...
Dear Fourth Floor Plantz, We got
honors! I could not have done it
without you all. Thank You,
ZB1
The champagne was as good as a
reception - irrespective of the fact
that my mother did not send it up
by Greyhound.
Mr. Wombat Hed Rez: Thanks for a
great year in Plantz.
The Prez
Graham (alias “5”): YOU! Jim's
Place, Friday nite, 10 o’clock (p.m.).
Be There ... ALONE.
Signed,
Extremely Exasperated
P.S.: Password is “notebook” (?!).

Hulk, Is it really the sex
pheromones you take that make
you turn green?
C.J. Evergreen
Chuck Ivancic — Just thought that
I ’d say hi!! See you Monday. Signed,
Your Pan Hel Pal
Cocktails at four? On a Monday af
ternoon? Hold the line, beach day
may rise again.
Cowabunga!
Hurry! Fuzzbuster is lonely.

-Sleezy
To: The Greek from Cypriot, Hap
py Birthday. I get good mileage.
Would you keep me?
S 'agapo poly!!
To Rick, Rob and Rugburn: Watch
your asses this week-end.
-Shelly and Jan

w o r n m

LUCC
by Sue Schmidt
At the May 19th meeting the
LUCC Committee on Committees
presented its nominations for the
various student positions for the
next academ ic year. These
nominations were chosen from
the applications that the Com
mittee received. They did not feel
the obligation to fill a position if
there were no
applicants
ualified enough for it. The
ouncil approved a permanent
increase from 1 to 2 Viking Room
managers. The nominations will
be given to President Warch who
makes the final decisions.
The pet legislation was tabled
until next week’s meeting. It was
felt that the Supervisor of
Housekeepers should be con
sulted before voting on the issue.
Some changes in the wording of
L.U.C.C. legislation had been
proposed to make the language
current with existing systems on
campus. All of these changes
except two were accepted by the
Council. Action on the remaining
proposals will take place next
week.
The President approved of the
Judicial Board legislation drawn
up by the Council. He had some
minor changes, and there is a
question of legality in the
Restitution. By the vote of the
Council, Mr. Warch has until
September 1st to ratify this
legislation. This gives him time
to present it to the University
Council and to clear up any legal
questions.
The
F inance
C om m ittee
presented the budget for 1980-81.
Some questions were cleared up
and then the report was tabled. It
will be voted on next week at the
last meeting of the term.

Q

A tte n tio n
p le a s e
Next week’s edition of
the Lawrentian will be
the last of the term and
consequently the last of
the school year. Anyone
wishing to address any
last comments to the
Lawrence Community is
urged to take advantage
of this final opportunity.

w ii m m

“ I t ’s better than doing real work.”
—a Presidential simulation participant

S EN IO R S
Avoid the last registration fee
Reserve your cap & gown before

Saturday May 24th
C o n k e y ’s w i l l b e c lo s e d o n

Ik

To my SPS buddies,Another Bax
ter’s run after finals? It must be
done in true fashion. I don’t bunch
or fold, I use my sleeve.
■Guess Who

•Fuzz

226 E. College Ave.
739-1223

M a y

Boeye: The P.E. Society will never
be the same, but if you must....

#50, Sleeze is lonelier!

rCONKEY

M e m o r ia l D a y

Bart: The box; it must be having a
tough time with out the company
of the penguins. Consider its halflife. Its return is imperative con
sidering the possibility of high
fallout levels. I guarantee that you
won’t get more than $5.00 down for
any one of the used fallout shelters.

2 6 th
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S p o rts
Briggs -Raymond
Cinderella Story ends
by Oho Velez
“The trouble with IM sports at
Law rence,” said the laconic
freshman from Ormsby, “ is that
nobody cares enough to give their
best effort.” Once again, that
statement was proven wrong in
the rugged, all-out IM softball
league this past week. The only
undefeated team was beaten, a
team made a distinct claim for
the bottom, and seven teams
muddled the top of the standings
as the thrill of competition rose to
new heights.
The Briggs-Raym ond C in 
derella story received a blow as
they were thumped by Plantz 7-1
to fall into a second-place tie.
P lantz pitcher Arnold ‘‘The
Express” Lau had a no-hitter
going for four innings as the
Briggs bats refused to respond to
the players’ violent exortations.
Ham merin’ Sherwood Stockwell
later complained that Lau was
throwing a spit ball. “That round
sphere was flying into all kinds of
wild spaces,” he protested.
W ith the Briggs-Raym ond
defeat, the Phi Delts moved into
first with an unusually easy
forfeit win over the Delts. “They
were a fra id of m y p a n ts ,”
growled W illie
Lam be rton.
Reggie Matchefts remarked that
the Phis were lucky that the Delts
showed
their
typical
“gutlessness” because star Fidel
Torcivia couldn’t make it to the
game. “ He had to run an errand
for M e liss a,” explained the
relieved Reg.

S co re b o a rd
S o f t b a ll S t a n d in g s
Fraternity Division
7
1
Phi Delts
6
1
Betas
3
3
Delts
3
3
Fiji
2
4
Phi Taus
1
6
Sig Eps
Dorm Division
7
Trever
4
Brokaw
5
Plantz
Briggs-Raymond 5
4
Sage
0
Ormsby
0
Kohler
Colman
0

2
2
2
1
2
7
7
8

IM T r a c k R e s u l t s
Team Scores
Phi Delts
Trever
Plantz
Independents
IPC
Faculty
Delts
Fiji

193
154
57
35 Vi
30
20
19
8

The Betas are also in the hunt
with a 5-1 record after disposing
of the Sig Eps, 20-11. The Sig Eps
committed blunder after blunder
as the Betas, looking like their
minds weren’t on the game,
crossed the plate time and time
again. “ We were really cool
today,” commented Mike “ Geo. 1
is my life” Updike. “We also
played a really lousy team .”
The Trever Apathetic Wonders
staked their claim for the dorm
division title following a 15-10
trouncing of Brokaw. “There
must have been something wrong
with our strategy,” said Brokaw
pitcher
Steve
‘‘Double
Cheeseburger” Hetland. “This
little guy comes u p ; we move our
outfield in, and there it goes.”
Unfortunately for Brokaw, the
“little guy” was Ben “The Toy
Cannon” Ballard, who pounded
two shots into the rafters. Not all
Treverites
were
pleased,
however. After striking out, Jim
‘‘I ’m okay” Piotrow ski was
heard to mutter, “ I can win at
anything,
I
can
win
at
everything. L e t’s talk about
m ixed doubles te n n is .” Y az
Dwyer, after a rough day in left
field, asked only for “a cane to
help carry my weary bones
home.”
Plantz also hung on with a 24-7
shellacking of the Figis, as they
finally found a place for Bom bo
Mochalski: catcher. “ I almost
got a guy out,” wheezed the
ecstatic ex-legend. Butthead
Baird, in response to being
named Player of the Week, was
nowhere in sight, but a long
haired guy who looked like
G u illerm o Vilas more than
adequately took his place.
The big news of the week was
the demise of the Sig Eps, who
took over sole possession of last
place following a 9-7 loss to the
psyched up Phi Taus, who’ll get
out of the bottom for the first time
in years. “Sooner or later it had
to come,” said designated ringer
Kenny Warger. The Phi Taus
were brought back down to earth
on Tuesday by the Figis, though,
24-11.
In related news, O rm sby,
C olm an, and Kohler were
relocated at Fort McCoy in
Sparta, Wisconsin, along with
15,000 refugees from the South.
The administration took a hard
line in the matter, as they for
feited all of the Non-entities’
games, moved the remaining
schedule up, and announced an
end-of-the-season tournament in
which Trever will be the favorite.
Player of the Week goes to
R andy “ F o u l!” Behm , who
epitomizes the Lawrence In
tra m u ra l sportsm an. Behm ,
whose motto is “ Winning is
everything,” is cited for his good
humor and strict interpretation
of the rule book.
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Miller to Olympic Trials

L i t t l e P ro fe s s o r
B o o k C e n te r

featuring:

»New York Times Book Review
»Foreign Periodicals
»Journals & Reviews
»Special Orders

f ig u r e

by Rebel
Contrary to popular opinion,
Bill Simon is not in the Con
servatory of Music. He is in his
own little fantasy land, a phan
tasm agoric hodge-podge of
seem ingly m eaningless, con
tradictory experiences ju x 
taposed one on the other. His life,
if you can call it one in the con
ventional sense of the term, is a
c irc u la r, episodic series of
unexplainable, immaterial, in
sipid, nonsensical events. He is
neither the artificer of eternity
nor a detached spectator of the
passing show. He personifies
neither all the virtues of the
world nor all the vice. He has no
o u s t a n d in g ,
r e d e e m a b le
features. In short, he is not worth
B IL L SIM ON
PHOTO: PR Dept.
writing or reading about. With
this in mind, let’s meet Bill
play for two baseball seasons.
however, the loose atmosphere
Simon.
How come you can hit so well
at Lawrence and in the Mid
Q: Bill, what does a water balloon
and I can’t?
west Conference is devoid of
mean to you?
A : Because I went to Bob Blasio’s
tension and fosters good play.
A: It is a sphere.
summer baseball camp in the
It has made me a much more
Q: People often refer to you as
“ verdant expanses” of Fenway
confident player.
‘‘B illy Sim on, P hi D e lt.”
P ark, where coach Rich Q: If you can’t cut it as a
Describe this association in
McAggie threw me batting
professional ball player, what
greater detail.
practice by day and stuffed me
are your future plans?
A : This association means water
with Big Macs by night. It was A: Well Andy, this is the easiest
balloons, funnelators, and late
a grueling summer, and I
question yet. I ’ve already
night T.V. with my friend, Tony
developed a load along with my
bought two gallons of paint to
Perlstein. Contrary to popular
swing. (I kind of wish I was Ken
put on my eventual white
belief, the Phi Delt house is not
Urbanski.)
picket fence. I ’ve also decided
an academic sanctuary.
Q: Press releases have recently
to have 2.25 children and own
Q: Occasionally, in times of in
inform ed the sports-minded
two dogs, one a golden
sufferable stress, you are
that both yourself and spec
retriever and the other a
heard to mutter, “ I wish I was
tator-second basem an Dave
Dachsund. As far as a job is
Ken Urbanski!” Why do you
Wille have been granted a May
concerned, I did want to be an
wish you were Ken Urbanski?
31st tryout with the Los Angeles
Insurance Salesman, but my
A: Andy, with that question in
Dodgers and Chicago White
other friends, Dick Hoag and
mind, I can see you are getting
Sox. What are your chances of
David Scott Roeper tell me
back to spheres. As we all
playing pro ball?
Banking is the thing of the
know, Ken Urbanski throws a A: Andy, do you have a sphere
future. Ultimately, I would like
great big metal sphere. I wish I
fettish? My own personal
to own some type of station
could throw that sphere.
feelings are that I can play, but
wagon (American made, of
Q: In m any respects you
it’s hard coming out of a school
course) and use it to take my
resem ble the boll weevil,
where academics are first and
wife and 2.25 children to the
hopping from one social
sports are a distant second. It’s
Wisconsin Dells for vacation,
situation to the next, sucking
hard to convince baseball
because it is geologically
the juices of clever con
scouts that I have the talent to
significant (Mark Krolow told
versation and then moving on,
me that). By the way, does this
play, coming out of a league
exploiting those with whom you
sound too average?
like ours. I m ust a dm it,
interact. Where is your com
passion and understanding,
bug guy?
A : Could you repeat the question
— I was off talking to someone
else.
Q: You played mostly 3rd base
Senior Jim Miller will be
and shortstop in high school.
travelling to Buffalo, New York
When and why did you don the
this weekend to compete in the
‘‘tools of ig norance” and
1980 Olympic Marathon Trials.
become a catcher? Are you
Miller qualified for the Trials this
really ignorant?
past summer by legging out the
A: Well actually, pal, I started
26 miles, 385 yards in a time of
catching in summer leagues
2:19.26 while com peting at
before my senior year in high
Duluth's G randm a’s Marathon.
school. Being a sociology
Miller’s fifth place finish in
major, this reminds me of the
Duluth places him within a circle
functional theory of Davis and
Moore. Simply stated, it is the of Marathon elitists such as
device by which societies en G r a n d m a ’s winner R ichard
sure that the most important Wilde of England, second place
positions are conscientiously Garry Bjorkiand, a U.S. Olym
filled by the most qualified pian, and third place Barney
persons, and that those Klecker, the National Sports
positions convey the best Festival Winner.
M ille r’s im pressive running
reward, and hence have the
highest rank which (a) have credentials include All-American
the greatest importance for the status in both track and cross
society and (b) require the country, « s well as holding vir
tually every Lawrence distance
greatest training or talent.
record. M iller passed up a
Q: Being Lawrence University’s potential Division III National
talented and multi-faceted left championship to train for the Jim Miller
Photo Michael Kortenhof
fielder, I myself have had the Olympic Trials.
opportunity to observe your

I

206 E. College Avenue
Appleton, W I 54911
D A V ID ARONSON-Owner
Phone 731-0331
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ORAGON GATE
R ESTAU R AN T
406 W. College Ave., Appleton, Wisconsin — Phone 731-8088
— Orders to Take Out —
We serve the Finest Chinese Foods of Four Provincial Schools o f Chinese Cooking
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P u r e M a g ic : A p p le t o n R u g g e r s b la s t M il w a u k e e
by Adolf Spike
MAGIC, P U RE MAGIC! So
sums up the incredible 23-7
drubbing the Appleton Rugby
Football Club gave the host
Milwaukee RFC last Saturday on
the lakefront in Beer Town.
The Milwaukee Rugby Club is
annually one of the top three
Rugby Clubs in the state. They
had a much more experienced
squad than Appleton. Indeed, the
Milwaukee ruggers anticipated
an easy go of it before the match
began last weekend. "We cer
tainly didn’t quite expect you lads
to kick the Schlitz out of us,”
remarked an Englishman who
was a 15 year veteran of the
game.
And there was no way that
Appleton could have predicted
such a m a g n ificen t showing
given their dismal, uninspired
play of the last couple weeks.
How did our ruggers ac 
com plish this m a jo r upset?
D e te r m in a tio n ,
h u s tle ,
aggressiveness,
orneriness,
horniness—a ll
these words
describe minor aspects of the
reason for Appleton’s stunning
success.
Yet, the major factor behind
the turnaround was the fact that
Appleton finally let it all hang
out. The club was loose as a goose
and mad as hell at the same time,
and wasn’t about to take it
anymore. The result was a
classic Rugby performance: a
fusion of heads-up play and
reckless abandonment.
The Mr. Pete connection ac
counted for Appleton’s first score
as Pete Prichodko passed to Pete
Spinner who fed Pete Hunnicutt
wno handed the ball to Pete
Schuster before Schuster yelled
‘‘for Pete’s sake!” and blasted in
for the first try of the match.
Schuster’s second try of the
season and Spinner’s missed
extra point made the score 4-0 in
favor of Appleton.

A few minutes later, a rousing
chorus of ‘‘Redeem yourself,
Redeem yourself” could be heard
from the sideline as Pete Spinner
lined up a penalty kick for Ap
pleton. Spinner silenced his
critics when his boot sliced
between the goalposts to give the
Apps a comfortable lead, 7-0.
While our ruggers were busy
patting each other on the but
tocks in the common Rugby
c o n g r a tu la t o r y
g e s tu re ,
Milwaukee was out scoring one
try and one penalty kick them
selves to equalize the proceeding
at 7-all.
Early in the second half, the
bullish persistence of Bruce
Kelm paid off as the scrappy
senior scored his first try of the
year. “ K e lm e r” plays wingforward, which is a paradoxical
position of sorts. A wing-forward
is a scrummie who is a frustrated
back; he plays in the forward
pack but is the first to link up with
the backline once the ball is gone
from the scrum.
This is exactly what “ Kelmer”
did last Saturday as he took a
hand-off from inside center, Todd
Losselyong, faked outside, and
cut back against the flow of

pursuit en route to a 25 yard try.
“ It sure felt good to finally
score after a one year dry spell,”
chuckled the exuberant rugger
after his try.
Spinner’s first successful extra
point made the score 13-7.
Next, player-coach Steve
Anderson conducted another
clinic on the fine points of Rugby
when he faked a pass left, then
right, perform ed a perfect
pirouette, and finally bulled over
a Milwaukee player who stood
there quite perplexed and
scratching
his
head
in
bew ilderm ent. The score in 
creased Appleton’s margin to 177.
“ Kelmer” and “ Ju m p in ’” Joe
Pahr, known as the London
Connection,
finished
off
Milwaukee in smashing style.
Bob Eddy started off the scoring
play when he shot a jum p pass to
Kelm who eluded two would-be
tacklers and started a mad dash
toward the try line. “ Kelmer”
sprinted 20 yards upfield with
Pahr wandering in hot pursuit in
a support position screaming
“ With you, with you!”
At the five meter line, with a
single defender remaining in
opposition, K elm hesitated,
visibly shaken. “ I was truly
stunned to hear Joe yelling from
behind as if he actually knew
where he was, where he was
going, and what he was going to
do when he got there...a real
ra rity in d e e d !” K elm later
recalled.
In the end, “ Kelmer” drew the
lone Milwaukee rugger his way
and passed the pigskin to “J .P .”
who was so ecstatic at scoring
that he dove 10 feet along the
ground to set the ball down with
real gusto.
The B-Bombers started out
flying high and feeling mean only
to lose both a 6-0 advantage and

their m atch ,
17-6 to the
Milwaukee C-side.
Steve Jensen scored the
Bomber’s try and Ike Andrews
booted the extra point kick as our
B-side lost for the second time
this season. The B ’s record is 5-2
on the year.
THE SPIKE P L A Y E R OF THE
W EEK AWARD is given jointly
to Pete Schuster and Bruce
Kelm. Schuster played his first Amatch of the season and was
outstanding in directing the
backline to its best performance
to date. K elm ’s exhibition of ballhandling and running was truly
unusual for a forward in general
and outrageously exceptional for
“ Kelmer” in particular.

P la y e r

o f

THE
B O T CH ED
BA LL
AWARD is offered to Ike An
drews for his eye-opening run-in
with a Milwaukee player. “ I
really bruised that guy’s elbow!”
c laim ed the ever o p tim istic
Andrews as he was led off the
pitch to the hospital to close a 20
stitch cut.
This weekend looms large for
the Appleton Rugby Football
Club as our ruggers head to the
prestigious
Claude
Allouez
Rugby Tournament in Green
Bay. Twelve teams will battle
each other all day Saturday, all
night Saturday night, and all day
Sunday in an effort to win the
coveted title of best Rugby club in
northeastern Wisconsin.
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W e e k

Photo: Leslie Sch wartz

The defunct recipients of this week’s Player of the
Week Award are the two majestic poplar trees which
once stood on the south side of Main Hall. The poplars
appeared to be thriving in that location, but Wednesday
morning they were ravaged by a band of chainsawwielding woodsmen. By noon the trees had been forced
into submission. When asked why those particular trees
were chosen as targets, one of the attackers growled,
“we don’t like them anymore.’’

U r b a n s k i, So ch a ca p tu re firs ts
Ten teams gathered at the
University of Chicago last Friday
for the conference track meet.
The Lawrence squad placed sixth
overall but was highlighted by
some exceptional in d iv id u al
performances.
F reshm an
Scott
R eppert
placed 2nd in the 100, 5th in the
200 and 2nd in the long jump. Said
the usually poised speedster after
the meet, “ I just might run back
to Appleton.” Another freshman,
Mark Lisy, placed 6th in the 400yard intermediate hurdles.
In the field events, Joe Socha
and Ken Urbanski once again
displayed
their
physical
superiority to an awestruck mass
of spectators. The aged Socha,
now merely a tattered coat upon
a stick, leaped his way to fifth
place in the high jum p and
brought the crowd to its feet when
his acrobatic triple jum p earned
him a first place. The Herculean
Urbanski, who wishes he was no
one but himself, flung his way to
first place in the discus, and then
heaved the shot to a second place
finish. The behemoth was heard
to mutter after the meet, “ I ’m
glad its over; now I can spend the
off-season foraging through the
refrigerator.”
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S u b m a r in e

S a n d w ic h e s

In trodu cing
Scott Reppert

Photo: Michael Kortenhof

AMR0W8
RESTAURANT
Take a Break
From Downer

2 Blocks from Campus

fro m M ilw au kee

OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 a.m. — MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY— SATURDAY: 11:00 a.m.— 2:00 a.m.

Phone Ahead for Fast Service — 731-0644
Fresh Raked Bread —
Hot Out of the Oven every 4 hours.
is t h e b i g g e s t t h i n g t o h i t t h e v a l l e y s i n c e t h e
in t r o d u c t io n o f tr u ly

B IG

a p p e tit e s .

M O N D A Y S P E C I A L : Buy kalf a turkey sub,
and get a F R E E small coke . Reg. $1.65 . . . *1 «1 5

347 W . College Ave.
Across from the Viking Theatre
(W ell Worth the Walk)

